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Summary

The Rural Advocate’s June 2008 report to the Prime Minister estimated the untapped potential from rural businesses to be between £236 billion and £347 billion per annum. The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) was reluctant to say whether it agreed with these figures, or to give its own assessment, citing the challenge posed by the number of variables involved. However, if the Rural Advocate’s estimate is of the right magnitude, tackling the factors that inhibit the growth of businesses in rural areas could make a substantial difference to the performance of England’s economy as a whole. We believe that, despite the difficulties, Defra should produce its own estimate to assist it in making a case for the resources to address the factors inhibiting the growth of the rural economy.

These factors tend to be small scale and specific to a location. The rural economy is a complicated concept, but the problems affecting rural businesses can often be simply articulated. They are practical problems, requiring practical solutions. The differences between running a business in a market town and a smaller rural community seem to us at least as significant as the differences between running a business in a market town and a city. Unfortunately, we found little to convince us that Defra’s present approach to the rural economy will deliver the tailored solutions that rural businesses need.

In particular, we doubt whether Defra’s new Departmental Strategic Objective (DSO), “Strong Rural Communities”, will enable it to identify and address all the basic issues that communities themselves believe are inhibiting economic growth. The DSO is split into two intermediate outcomes: the first focuses on ensuring that the needs of rural people are met through mainstream policy and the second on supporting economic growth in rural areas with the lowest levels of performance. Each intermediate outcome is broken down into a number of indicators that are intended to enable Defra to assess its success in achieving “Strong Rural Communities”. Our concerns relate both to the intermediate outcomes and the indicators.

Defra should focus on achieving economic growth across rural areas as a whole, rather than concentrating solely on areas with the lowest level of performance. We are surprised that transport, communications, planning and further education—all issues that were raised repeatedly during our inquiry—are not included in the mainstreaming indicators for the DSO. We are also concerned that the level of data that Defra is using means that it is rarely possible to distinguish between different types and sizes of rural community. Defra should consult the Commission for Rural Communities on whether the indicators represent the best possible way of identifying the problems being experienced in rural areas. The delivery of the DSO will depend heavily on other Departments, Regional Development Agencies and local authorities. We suggest that Defra produce a delivery plan setting out what assistance its needs from these bodies, how it will communicate those needs to them and what feedback it will seek.

Defra’s policies must recognise the diversity of both the problems and the possibilities in rural communities. Realising the potential of the rural economy means translating the “big picture approach” into policy solutions that have the flexibility to deal with small-scale challenges.
1 Introduction

The potential benefits

1. England’s rural districts are home to just under a fifth of the population, but are responsible for 30% of the country’s economic activity. They already punch above their weight, but their contribution could be boosted still further. The Rural Advocate’s report to the Prime Minister estimated the untapped potential from rural businesses to be between £236 billion and £347 billion per annum. The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) commented that, due to the number of variables involved, it does not believe that it is possible to come up with an accurate figure for the unfulfilled potential of the rural economy. We recommend that Defra economists make an effort to quantify the potential of the rural economy as this would assist in making a case for the necessary use of resources to fully address the challenges arising from the rural economy that this report and others identify.

2. If the Rural Advocate’s estimate is of the right magnitude, it is clear that tackling the factors that inhibit the growth of businesses in rural areas could make a substantial difference to the performance of England’s economy as a whole. Our experience suggests that, although the rural economy is a complicated concept, the problems affecting rural businesses are often simply articulated. They tend to be small scale and specific to a location. They are practical problems requiring practical solutions. However, we have found little to convince us that the Government’s present approach to the rural economy will deliver the help that these businesses need.

Background to the inquiry

3. Some background to our inquiry is necessary to enable the evidence to be judged in context. The inquiry was launched in July 2006, with a focus on what could be achieved in the rural economy and the barriers to achieving it. The original terms of reference are set out in appendix 1. In June 2007, the BBC radio programme You and Yours held a phone-in featuring the Committee’s Chairman, who invited listeners to contribute to shaping our inquiry. The response was substantial: within two weeks You and Yours received 310 phone calls, e-mails and letters. Concerns included farming and agriculture, services and infrastructure, and affordable housing and planning.

4. Events, however, were already overtaking us. We decided that the floods that occurred in several areas of the country in June and July 2007 warranted an immediate and substantial inquiry. In the meantime, we continued our interest in the rural economy, receiving a briefing from the Commission for Rural Communities (CRC) in November 2007. By then,
several key developments had affected the Government’s approach to the rural economy. The Centre for Rural Economy (CRE) characterised them as:

the change of Prime Minister and subsequent machinery of government changes in June 2007; the shocks to local rural economies caused by the flooding and animal disease outbreaks of summer 2007; and the Pre-Budget report and Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) of October 2007.  

As a result of the Comprehensive Spending Review, Defra acquired two new Public Service Agreements (PSAs) and eight Departmental Strategic Objectives (DSOs), one of which was entitled “Strong Rural Communities”. We decided to refocus our inquiry to concentrate on Defra’s objectives for the rural economy and the effectiveness of the structures in place to deliver them.

5. In February 2008, we announced our interest in Defra’s “Strong Rural Communities” DSO and invited additional evidence to address the inquiry’s revised focus. Overall, across both calls for evidence, we received submissions from 53 bodies and individuals, in addition to the responses to You and Yours. Between May and July 2008, we held four oral evidence sessions: three in Westminster and one in Hawes in the Yorkshire Dales National Park, during a two-day visit to North Yorkshire. The visit enabled us to appreciate at first hand some of the issues affecting businesses in rural communities, and we are very grateful to the CRC for its help in organising the programme.

The Burgess and Taylor reviews

6. While we were conducting our inquiry, two reviews related to the rural economy were commissioned by the Prime Minister. The Rural Advocate, Dr Stuart Burgess, was asked to report on how rural economies could be strengthened, and Matthew Taylor, the Liberal Democrat MP for Truro and St Austell, was asked to investigate how land use and planning could better support rural businesses and deliver affordable housing. Both Dr Burgess and Matthew Taylor gave informal briefings to the Committee. Dr Burgess’s report was published in June 2008 and Matthew Taylor’s in July 2008. The reports each contain detailed analysis and a series of practical recommendations. The Rural Advocate told us that he would be meeting the Prime Minister to go through the recommendations and said that he was reasonably optimistic that he would be able to persuade the Prime Minister to act on the report’s proposals. In a letter to the Committee’s Chairman, the Prime Minister stated that a cross-Whitehall working group, chaired by Defra, had been set up to consider the Rural Advocate’s recommendations and produce a co-ordinated response. The letter states that the working group agreed that the Government should publish a response to the Rural Advocate’s report in autumn 2008. The Burgess and Taylor reviews are an indication of the Government’s willingness to consider what further measures could be taken to strengthen the rural economy and address the continuing problem of housing availability for those on low incomes. What are needed are innovative schemes such as Community Land Trusts to build upon the exceptions policy in local development frameworks and to kick start these initiatives. We urge the
Government to publish detailed responses to both reviews, setting out whether it agrees with their findings, what specific actions it intends public bodies to take as a result, and an implementation timetable. However it is disappointing that an earlier review of housing in rural areas chaired by Elinor Goodman was not acted upon. It is vital that these two reports receive full consideration from the Government.

**Understanding the rural economy**

7. The CRE told us that poor understanding of rural economies was one of the most significant barriers to realising their potential. Anyone for whom “the rural economy” is synonymous with agriculture, for example, will be surprised to discover that farming constitutes just 2.6% of rural employment. The CRE commented that the employment and business profiles of rural economies were increasingly similar to those of cities. It noted that more than 80% of employment in rural districts was in four key sectors: distribution and retailing; business and financial services; public administration, education, training and health; and manufacturing. Arguably, these similarities could make the distinction between urban and rural seem slightly redundant, as one of our witnesses—Mr David Marlow, the Chief Executive of the East of England Development Agency—agreed. However, people running businesses in rural areas still encounter problems that are unlikely to be experienced by their urban counterparts. For example, the director of one expanding company that we visited wanted to stay in the area, but was concerned that there were no buildings of a suitable size to which he could relocate—a difficulty that he would not experience were he located in a larger town or city.

8. While we recognise that businesses in rural areas face different challenges from those in urban areas, it is unhelpful to talk about “the rural economy” as if it were homogenous and hermetically sealed. Professor Neil Ward of the CRE stated that “when people use the term rural economy it often implies a unified, single and rather bounded entity, something that is similar in all rural areas and separate from urban economies, and of course it is not that at all." Even within particular rural areas, there is clearly huge variety. One of the things that struck us most when we were in North Yorkshire was the diversity of its rural economy. We visited a business park set within a 3,000-acre country estate, which was home to 51 businesses, employing more than 600 people; a manufacturing and tourist business in the Yorkshire Dales National Park that employed more than 200 people; a family-run farm in a remote location that had diversified into producing preserves; a craft centre, with workshops and retail facilities; a technology company that worked with investment banks in London; a recently converted Victorian station that was home to a conference centre, a cinema, a restaurant, an art gallery and several small businesses; and a business start-up centre on the edge of a town that provided office space for new companies.

---

7 Ev 1, para 1.1
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9. These different businesses had different concerns. This may seem obvious, but, as we shall see later, it is a point that Defra’s new rural affairs target fails to take into account. Many of the issues were location specific. For example, the businesses we visited within the Yorkshire Dales National Park had particular concerns—many of them related to planning—that were linked to their locale. Councillor John Blackie, who represents the ward of Hawes and High Abbotside, referred to an extension to a business in Hawes that cost £40,000 more to build than it would have done 25 miles down the road, in an area that was not in a national park. This was because of the quality of the materials—for example, a slate roof—required in a national park. He pointed out that, although some people were prepared to pay, many others would decide to go elsewhere. He commented that the National Park Authority “should bear in mind that the aim of the game is to keep the communities sustainable and prosperous.” Mrs Ruth Annison, who ran the business concerned—a rope-making company—said: “Nobody wants this area to stay beautiful more than those of us who live and work here,” but added that the National Park Authority “must be more familiar with what we are doing and why.” Under the Environment Act 1995, the statutory purpose of national parks is to conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the area, but National Park Authorities also have a statutory duty to foster the economic and social well-being of local communities. Under the Act, this duty is given less weight than the conservation element. Based on the concerns put to the Committee, we recommend that Defra carry out a review of whether planning decisions by National Park Authorities reflect the correct balance between protecting the natural environment and ensuring that communities located within national parks are sustainable and will survive.

10. More generally, population sparsity and proximity to large settlements were key factors that determined the nature of the concerns among the businesses we visited. We saw a marked distinction between the problems cited by businesses located in or on the edges of market towns and those cited by businesses in more remote areas. For example, the people working in the business start-up centre that was situated four miles from Richmond in Yorkshire and 15 miles from Darlington regarded their broadband internet connection as crucial and were keen to stress that high bandwidth broadband should be considered a utility in the same way as electricity and gas. In broad terms, the residents of Upper Swaledale in the Yorkshire Dales National Park could be said to have a similar concern: communications. However, their main worry is definitely not the speed of their broadband connection, as Councillor Blackie made clear:

If you go to Upper Swaledale […] there is still no mobile phone contact and party lines are still in use, if you can remember the time when someone said, “Are you on the phone, love? Can I use it, please?” In Upper Swaledale there are still only six telephones lines and they have been patched so many times now that they do not even know where the connections lead to.
11. The significance of isolation and population sparsity were recurring themes among our witnesses. Professor Ward of the CRE told us that “the population sparsity factor imposing some constraints on service delivery and on economic development is a crucial distinctive feature of the development prospects for rural areas.” The Local Government Association told us that it would divide rural areas into three main categories:

- places that were relatively proximate to a large settlement;
- places that were not near a large settlement, but that were attractive and that people would go to notwithstanding the challenges of accessibility; and
- places that were isolated.

It suggested that isolated rural areas might need separate policy approaches. The differences between running a business in a market town and a smaller rural community seem to us at least as significant as the differences between running a business in a market town and a city. Defra should ensure that its rural affairs targets take this into account and that its data enables it to distinguish between different types of rural areas, so that its policies can be tailored accordingly. We return to this point in more detail in paragraph 31.
Defra’s “Strong Rural Communities” Objective

Defra’s previous rural affairs target

12. Defra’s previous rural affairs target was PSA 4, which required Defra to:

Reduce the gap in productivity between the least well performing quartile of rural areas and the English median by 2008, demonstrating progress by 2006, and improve the accessibility of services for people in rural areas.

PSA 4 was agreed as part of the 2002 Spending Review and attracted criticism almost from the start. In 2003, Lord Haskins’s Rural Delivery Review described the target’s weaknesses, stating “its aspirational and woolly nature undermines the complex and variable problems that exist in rural communities and economies.”

One of the issues Lord Haskins highlighted was that Defra found it difficult to influence those who were in a position to deliver on the target, such as other departments and local authorities. The CRE told us:

Among Defra’s civil servants there set in a fatalistic acceptance that the target would not survive the next CSR [Comprehensive Spending Review] in its current form. A key problem identified was that while Defra had ownership of the target, the Department did not have control over the main policy instruments and spending programmes that might be able to deliver improved performance against the indicators. It did not own the ‘levers’.

Defra itself told us, in our inquiry into its 2005 departmental annual report, that it did not have an agreed baseline or enough data to measure progress on PSA 4. We recommended that the Department should develop a more appropriate rural affairs target, and ensure that the baseline of, and progress made in achieving, any new target could be measured appropriately.

Defra’s new Departmental Strategic Objective

13. PSA 4 was replaced as a result of the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review. Under the 2002 Spending Review, there had been more than 100 PSAs spread across the different departments. Under the new Comprehensive Spending Review, there are 30 cross-Government PSAs. The Treasury describes these PSAs as “the key priority outcomes the Government wants to achieve in the next spending period (2008–2011).” Each PSA has a delivery agreement and a lead department. Defra has been the lead department for two of these new PSAs:

---

18 Christopher Haskins, Rural Delivery Review, October 2003, p 39
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• Secure a healthy natural environment for today and the future
• Lead the global effort to avoid dangerous climate change.

However the creation of the new Department of Energy and Climate Change in October 2008 will almost certainly mean that Defra is no longer the lead department for the second of these. Defra is also involved in the delivery of nine other PSAs—in six cases, as a formal “delivery partner”.

14. Following the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review, departments also had to develop a set of Departmental Strategic Objectives (DSOs). Defra has eight DSOs, one of which—“Strong rural communities”—could be described as the replacement for PSA 4. The DSO is broken down as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departmental Strategic Objective</th>
<th>Intermediate Outcome</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong rural communities</td>
<td>Economic growth is supported in rural areas with the lowest levels of performance</td>
<td>This measure focuses on GVA at the sub-regional level: an input measure (workplace based jobs at district level); and an output measure (Gross value added (GVA) at district level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The evidenced needs of rural people and communities are addressed through mainstream public policy and delivery</td>
<td>This IO has been designed to assess the performance of Government policies in rural areas by comparing a basket of socio-economic outcomes and trends in rural areas to the national picture. The proposed measures are: educational attainment; social capital/quality of life; health and social care; employment and economy; housing affordability; crime and antisocial behaviour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Until October 2008 Defra’s other seven DSOs were:

• Climate change tackled internationally and through domestic action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (responsibility for this policy area now rests with the new Department of Energy and Climate Change)
• A healthy, resilient, productive and diverse natural environment
• Sustainable patterns of consumption and production
• Economy and society resilient to environmental risk and adapted to the impacts of climate change (again, this will be affected by the transfer of responsibilities to the new Department of Energy and Climate Change)
• A thriving farming and food sector with an improving net environmental impact
• Sustainable development championed across government, across the UK, and internationally
• A respected Department delivering efficient and high quality services and outcomes.
The marginalisation of rural affairs?

15. It is worrying that several of our witnesses saw Defra’s “Strong Rural Communities” DSO as further evidence of a long-term marginalisation of rural affairs within the Department. The CRE’s written evidence referred to “the eclipse of rural affairs in Defra”. There was always a danger that, as national and global interest in the environmental aspects of Defra’s brief increased in proportion to the political significance of climate change, so there would be a decrease in the political priority and resources accorded to rural affairs. According to the Local Government Association, this was exactly what happened:

Since the other parts of Defra’s agenda, climate change and the environment, have risen up the national agenda we have seen the decline of the rural affairs part of Defra […] and the lessening of interest in what local government is doing […] in rural areas, with a great deal of sadness.

Defra’s new target framework, arising from the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review, prompted this view from the National Farmers Union (NFU):

Although Defra’s list of Strategic Objectives includes Strong Rural Communities, the NFU has many reservations about where this sits in the overall list of Defra’s policy priorities. Its two PSAs are almost totally environmentally focused and that priority is reflected in the Departmental Strategic Objectives, most of which have a strong climate change/sustainable development/environmental land management emphasis.

16. We put these concerns to the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State (Marine Landscape and Rural Affairs), Jonathan Shaw MP when he gave evidence to us in July 2008. When he was asked to name Defra’s top priorities, he replied without hesitation: climate change and the natural environment. When asked where rural affairs sat in the list of policy priorities, his answer was slightly less direct: “We have eight DSOs and two PSAs and the PSAs are the Government’s priority.” When pressed, he said that, after the PSAs, all eight DSOs were of equal priority. Defra’s website maintains that DSOs “are no less important than PSAs”, but our evidence clearly indicates that they are in terms of the political priority attached to them. Professor Ward of the CRE cited a discussion of the distinction between PSAs and DSOs in evidence given to the Treasury Select Committee during its inquiry into the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review. He stated:

---
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My conclusion from reading this evidence is that a DSO is clearly a reduction in the level of priority attached by the government as a whole, compared to a PSA. Therefore shifting from the old rural productivity PSA (PSA4) to the new ‘strong rural communities’ DSO seems to me to be a ‘re prioritisation’ (downwards) of rural socio-economic issues.  

17. The shift from a PSA to a DSO is all the more worrying in the context of what the Chief Economic Development Officers Society (CEDOS) described as a growing national and regional focus on core cities and city regions. Professor Ward commented that there had been no corresponding political focus on the rural economy:

The city-region movement is essentially a political movement that has arisen largely out of the loss of political momentum behind regional devolution in England. Its advocates have been opportunistic in seeking to refocus economic development strategy and delivery on city regions. There has been no equivalent political leadership or advocacy of the economic governance of rural areas. On the contrary, Defra has been preoccupied with dismantling the national infrastructure for rural policy and devolving its responsibilities, but with little or no interest in sub-regional structures of delivery.  

Again, the perceived downgrading of the rural affairs target from a PSA to a DSO is not going to help to redress the balance.

18. We are concerned that the decision to have a rural affairs target that is a Departmental Strategic Objective, rather than a cross-government Public Service Agreement, means that less attention will be focused on realising the potential of the rural economy, both across Government and within Defra. The environment has clearly been Defra’s number one priority, and rightly so. However, this should not mean that rural affairs struggle to attract the attention they deserve. We urge that, in the next Comprehensive Spending Review, consideration be given to making the rural affairs target a cross-government Public Service Agreement. In the meantime, there is, at the very least, a strong perception amongst those involved that rural affairs are being marginalised in Defra and the Department should set out how it intends to address this concern.

What is a “Strong Rural Community”?  

19. The title of Defra’s new rural affairs target—Strong Rural Communities—sounds good, but its meaning has been difficult to determine. This could be seen in some ways as an advantage. The CRC told us that the definition of a strong rural community needed to be allowed to “vary from place to place”. Other witnesses, though, wanted the meaning to be tied down: the Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) commented that it would be

---
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helpful if the DSO were accompanied by Defra’s definition of a strong rural community.\textsuperscript{33} Defra supplied us with the following explanation:

Strong Rural Communities are places where people want to live and work, now and in the future. They meet the diverse needs of existing and future residents, are sensitive to their environment and contribute to a high quality of life. A strong rural community is created by the people who live in it and is reinforced by its diversity and the extent to which all its members share a sense of place.\textsuperscript{34}

It is hard to see how including this particular definition alongside the DSO would help anybody to become clearer about what a strong rural community actually is. Nor is the meaning of “Strong Rural Communities” greatly clarified by the comments made on the subject by the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Affairs, Rt Hon Hilary Benn MP, who said in a letter to the Rural Advocate that Strong Rural Communities were “about enhancing the good things about living, working and enjoying rural England and addressing the challenges posed by change.”\textsuperscript{35} We appreciate the difficulty of producing a single, meaningful definition of “Strong Rural Communities”, but, unless this can be done, Defra should choose another title for its DSO.

20. Several of our witnesses suggested alternatives to “Strong Rural Communities.” Professor Ward of the CRE commented: “I would have thought that something on addressing rural disadvantage would have been an improvement on achieving strong rural communities, which I see as a little bit motherhood and apple pie.”\textsuperscript{36} Ms Rima Berry of the Wensleydale Business Association told the Committee:

I am not surprised that they [Defra] have trouble defining it [Strong Rural Communities] or feeding back to anybody what the definition is. I think ‘strong’ is the wrong word; it should be ‘sustainable’. When I talk about ‘sustainable’ I mean not just development or environment but income and business life, community capacity and inclusion issues.\textsuperscript{37}

21. When we asked the Minister about the title of the DSO, he pointed us to the DSO’s two intermediate outcomes, arguing that, although the title could be seen as vague, the detail that underpinned it was concrete and measurable.\textsuperscript{38} He said that he would be pleased to consider alternatives, but told us that the outcomes of the DSO were more important than its title.\textsuperscript{39} We agree. However, that does not make the title unimportant and, indeed, it may have an impact on outcomes: an objective that is readily comprehensible from its title has an inbuilt advantage. \textbf{We are unconvinced that “Strong Rural Communities” is the most appropriate title for Defra’s Departmental Strategic Objective and are encouraged by}

\begin{itemize}
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the Minister’s willingness to consider alternatives. We recommend that Defra adopt the term “Socially and Economically Sustainable Rural Communities”.

Intermediate Outcome No. 1: needs of rural people and communities

22. The DSO has two intermediate outcomes, the first of which is as follows:

- The evidenced needs of rural people and communities are addressed through mainstream public policy and delivery.

Before proceeding any further, some definitions are necessary. The term “mainstreaming” is often used interchangeably with “rural proofing”, which the CRC’s annual rural proofing report describes as: “the mechanism used by government, at national and regional levels, to ensure that rural needs and circumstances are taken into account in policy development and delivery”.40 However, as the CRC pointed out in its evidence, there is sometimes a subtle, but important difference, between the two terms:

The term rural proofing has traditionally been used to describe a process where the impact of a policy decision on rural communities is considered after the policy has been developed. This is only partly satisfactory. As we move to ‘mainstreaming’ of rural needs into mainstream policy making, we want to see consideration of rural impacts, needs and solutions embedded into policy development during the process, rather than at the end or as an afterthought. We also believe that rural proofing is an important component of ‘mainstreaming’ rural needs into wider policy.41

23. The RDAs commented that they had been promoting the mainstream approach to Defra for a number of years and that they were very pleased that it had been included in the rural communities DSO. They stated that specific rural interventions should be developed only where market failure could not be addressed by mainstream provision. However, they were concerned about the success with which mainstreaming had been implemented so far, commenting that “there is still a substantive gap in the explicit rural proofing coverage of key Whitehall departments.”42 The NFU’s comments about Defra’s rural affairs strategy sum up its unease:

Worryingly we […] suspect that the strategy is now driven by the rural proofing agenda with the expectation that Defra’s need for direct engagement is reduced because other Departments should be factoring a rural dimension into their policy and delivery mechanism. Sadly, however, even the Commission for Rural Communities has seemed to accept that this is something of a pious hope.43

The Rural Advocate gave the work on rural schools done by the Minister of State, Department for Children, Schools and Families, Jim Knight MP, as an example of effective

---
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rural proofing, but added: “There are other areas where it is extremely difficult to actually make sure that government departments are rural proofed.”

24. The Minister, Jonathan Shaw MP, supplied us with several other examples of successful rural proofing, such as Defra’s work with the Department for Transport on a rural bus fund. However, it is worrying that one of his examples of successful rural proofing related to the education agenda for 14 to 19-year-olds. The Minister told us that there had been discussions between Defra and the relevant department to “ensure that youngsters in rural areas were able to stay on at school and complete these diplomas.” In itself, this is to be praised. However, in focusing on this aspect of the policy, Defra may have missed the bigger picture. During our visit to North Yorkshire, the 14 to 19-year-old agenda itself was specifically cited as a policy that was causing problems in rural areas. We were told by staff at Craven College in Skipton—part of the new Yorkshire Rural Academy—that the Government’s emphasis on education for 14 to 19-year-olds was making it difficult for land-based businesses to recruit people with the appropriate skills. They stated that land-based subjects such as horticulture tended to be popular with more mature students—perhaps people undertaking a career change in their thirties—than with 16 year-olds, but that there was no longer the necessary funding for post-19 further education, and that rural businesses were suffering from skills shortages as a result. One of the interesting reflections College representatives made to us was the difficulty in attracting students from the nearby urban areas to the College. Given the higher unemployment in some of these centres and the opportunities that exist for work in rural areas Government needs to look into measures as to how it could encourage a better two-way movement of students. The need to recognise the ethnic dimension must also not be ignored.

25. Mrs Annison, who runs a small business in the Yorkshire Dales manufacturing rope, gave an example of a policy that she thought had not been successfully rural proofed: “The new tax […] which is intended to deal with urban Chelsea tractors hits the people in this area who need these vehicles because we still have some snow.” When we asked the Minister whether Defra had given the Treasury any appraisal of the impact on the rural economy of the proposed change in Vehicle Excise Duty for vehicles with larger engines, he appeared baffled that we were even raising the question, describing it as ”strange” and saying that Vehicle Excise Duty “was a matter for the Chancellor”. It is unclear how Defra is going to ensure that the needs of rural people are met through mainstream public policy if there are some policy areas or particular departments that it feels unable to comment upon.

26. We asked departments what steps they took to ensure that their policies were rural-proofed and what contact they had with Defra to discuss rural proofing. The responses suggest that most departments are aware of the need to assess whether their policies are

---
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47 Qq 289–295. Defra subsequently told us that “HM Treasury is aware that for some, especially those in rural areas, the use of car is a necessity and not a luxury.” It pointed out that there is a Vehicle Excise Duty exemption for agricultural vehicles and working vehicles that are used on the public road only when passing between different areas of land occupied by the same person for a distance of no more than 1.5 km. It also commented that there are some models of 4 x 4 vehicles that are not in the highest band for Vehicle Excise Duty.
likely to have a different impact in rural areas, and several departments supplied examples of specific policies that reflected rural needs. None of the 10 departments that replied had a formal routine for discussing rural proofing with Defra. In most cases, discussion took place on an ad hoc basis. In some cases, there did not seem to be much direct contact with Defra at all. The Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR), for example, did not mention Defra and stated that its contact was with the CRC. The CRC’s report, “Monitoring rural proofing 2007”, concluded that “the commitment to rural proof government policy is not being delivered consistently; and that it is reliant on the approach of individuals rather than built into the day to day work of departments”.49

27. Action in Rural Sussex was concerned about the contradiction between a commitment to mainstreaming and the fact that the DSO applies only to Defra:

Not to make this objective for DEFRA into a PSA for the whole of government fundamentally undermines the intention of addressing the needs of rural areas through all departments’ mainstream activities. The result is that DEFRA’s funding of rural specific programmes will end but with limited commitment from other departments to adjust their programme design in order to compensate.50

We are concerned that having a mainstreaming target that is part of a Departmental Strategic Objective, rather than a cross-Government Public Service Agreement, will mean that other departments will be less engaged in trying to achieve it. We commend the good examples of rural proofing that we encountered during this inquiry. However, we are not convinced that the approach to rural proofing adopted by the Government and Defra is sufficiently rigorous or systematic. The CRC already publishes an annual report on rural proofing. To complement this, and to improve the mechanics of rural proofing, we recommend Defra set out in its annual report what work it does, on a department by department basis, to ensure that rural affairs are factored into policy development, how it monitors progress, and what criteria it uses to judge whether rural proofing has been successful. Defra should be proactive about approaching other departments to offer advice and should not simply wait for them to contact it.

Intermediate Outcome No. 2: rural economic growth

28. The second of Defra’s two intermediate outcomes for its DSO is as follows:

- Economic growth is supported in rural areas with the lowest levels of performance.

Several witnesses were concerned about that the intermediate outcome focuses solely on low-performing areas. The RDAs told us: “The economic outcome should seek to support economic growth across wider rural areas. Targeting at areas of lower levels of performance potentially ignores the complexities of the rural economies, and in addition,
their potential.” The CRC also wanted Defra to adopt a broader approach to economic growth:

We believe this DSO focuses the economic ambition of Defra and wider government too narrowly on ‘areas’ and on ‘lowest levels of performance’, offering little transparent commitment to either other rural economies with weaknesses in individual drivers, nor to rural areas that, with support, can help to add further to regional and national economic growth and to more sustainable rural communities.

29. When we put these concerns to the Minister, he replied: “We want to focus the priority on areas that are performing at a low level because of all the social issues that will accompany that.” This in itself is commendable, but there is no reason why Defra cannot try to raise productivity in poorly performing rural areas and support economic growth across the whole rural economy. To simply say that “most rural areas are performing quite well,” as Defra does in its background note on the intermediate outcome, is short-sighted. Why settle for “quite well”? Low-performing areas will be categorised as areas that perform below the national average. A rural area could be performing above the national average, but still be underperforming in terms of what it was capable of achieving—something that the intermediate outcome fails to take into account. Mr Marlow, the Chief Executive of the East of England Development Agency, commented: “If the focus on rural economic development is solely on the tackling deprivation issue, one misses a lot of opportunities for growth and development in adjacent rural areas which may have national or regional economic impact”.

30. Focusing the economic intermediate outcome solely on low-performing areas is a wasted opportunity. Although it is important to improve poor economic performance, the DSO should not ignore rural areas that are performing well, but could perform even better with more support. We urge Defra to adopt a broader intermediate outcome to support economic growth in all rural areas.

---
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3 Measuring performance

The indicators

31. We have already expressed some reservations about the title and intermediate outcomes of Defra’s DSO, but our most serious doubts relate to the indicators: the way in which Defra proposes to measure its success in achieving the DSO. When we announced that we would focus our inquiry on the DSO, in February 2008, Defra had only a general idea of the indicators it planned to use:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermediate Outcome</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The evidenced needs of rural people and communities are addressed through mainstream public policy and delivery</td>
<td>This IO has been designed to assess the performance of Government policies in rural areas by comparing a basket of socio-economic outcomes and trends in rural areas to the national picture. The proposed measures are: educational attainment; social capital/quality of life; health and social care; employment and economy; housing affordability; crime and antisocial behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic growth is supported in rural areas with the lowest levels of performance</td>
<td>This measure focuses on GVA at the sub-regional level: an input measure (workplace based jobs at district level); and an output measure (Gross value added (GVA) at district level)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


On 7 July 2008, the Minister wrote to us with a detailed list of the indicators Defra had chosen and an assessment of how Defra was currently performing against them. This information was also published on Defra’s website. For each of the two intermediate outcomes, Defra has devised a set of “overviews”, which have individual indicators. For example, one of the overviews for the mainstreaming intermediate outcome is “Educational Attainment”. This overview has two indicators: GCSE results and full-time entrants to higher education. A full list of the overviews and indicators is included in appendix 2. Defra plans to adopt a “traffic light system” to measure performance. Each individual indicator is rated either green, amber/green, amber/red, or red. The ratings are based on how rural areas perform in comparison with the national average over a number of years. These individual results are then used to produce a traffic light rating for the “overview” and the overviews in turn are used to produce a traffic light rating for the intermediate outcome. In the above example, the “GCSE results” and “Full-time entrants to higher education” indicators are both rated green, meaning that the Educational Attainment Overview is also green. The data for the indicators will be updated annually, at

---

56 www.defra.gov.uk/rural/dso/index.htm

57 Defra defines the traffic lights as follows: **Green** (an indicator where rural areas perform above or equal to the norm, with a trajectory suggesting that it will remain so; or an indicator that is below, but within an acceptable range of the norm, with a trajectory that remains within an acceptable range); **Amber/Green** (an indicator where rural areas perform below an acceptable range of the norm, but with a trajectory that will converge within an acceptable time frame); **Amber/Red** (rural areas performing equally to the norm, but trajectory will clearly take rural below the norm; or an indicator where rural performs below the norm, with a trajectory that will converge outside an acceptable time frame); **Red** (an indicator where rural areas perform below an acceptable range of the norm with either a parallel or diverging trajectory).
the end of the financial year.\textsuperscript{58} Our concerns about the indicators fall under two main headings and are set out below.

**The data**

32. From the start, witnesses were concerned about the level at which the indicators would operate. Defra stated that its indicators would mean “that specific problems can be identified and tackled if and when they arise.”\textsuperscript{59} However, others were sceptical about how much the indicators would reveal. Ms Berry, the Chair of the Wensleydale Business Association, said that she looked at the indicators “with disbelief”. She did not see how homogenised statistics for Richmondshire would reveal anything about the small rural community in which she lived. She said: “under the Defra indicators we will appear as a really strong community but we are not.”\textsuperscript{60} The NFU also commented on the need for the indicators to operate below district level:

> The NFU is somewhat perturbed by the Defra decision to use the local authority district as its datum base for measuring progress towards the achievement of its Strong Rural Communities Objective. Most respected commentators and analysts have for long accepted that this level of data collection and analysis is just too coarse-grained to provide an accurate and effective measure of change in rural areas.\textsuperscript{61}

The Local Government Association told us that the indicators “give you a top level view of what is happening and that is helpful and is a way of summarising the condition of a particular area overall but if you want to design policy or operational interventions you need a finer grain that these indicators”.\textsuperscript{62}

33. When Defra published the more detailed information about its DSO in July 2008, it became clear that the level of data used will vary across the indicators. Defra itself draws attention to this point:

> For the mainstreaming intermediate outcome, the ONS/Defra Rural Definition has been used […] where possible because the mainstreaming outcome measures the situation, wellbeing and needs of individuals […] For the economic growth outcome […] Defra’s Local Authority District Classification […] has been deemed a more sensible approach when examining higher level economic indicators.\textsuperscript{63}

The Rural Definition to which this quote refers was developed in conjunction with the Office for National Statistics. It classifies settlements of more than 10,000 people as urban, and separates rural areas into three categories: town and fringe; village; and hamlet and isolated dwellings. It then further divides all four categories according to whether they are “sparse” or “less sparse”. Defra’s Local Authority District Classification, on the other hand, separates local authorities into six categories: Major Urban, Large Urban, Other Urban, Large Rural, Other Rural, and Rural.\textsuperscript{64}
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\textsuperscript{59} Ev 104, para 3.2
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\textsuperscript{63} http://www.defra.gov.uk/rural/pdfs/dso/dso-doc.pdf (underlining and italics are in the original)
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Significant Rural, Rural-50 and Rural-80. While the first system of classification makes it possible to distinguish between data relating to market towns and data relating to smaller, more remote rural communities, the second system, by its very nature, does not.

34. Defra’s statement about the level at which its mainstreaming indicators operate fails to make it clear that, in the majority of cases, it is in fact not possible to use data at the more detailed ONS/Defra Rural Definition level. There are 24 indicators for the mainstreaming intermediate outcome: only six use the finer-grain ONS/Defra Rural Definition; 16 use Defra’s Local Authority District Classification; and one simply divides the data into “Urban,” “Rural,” “Rural Sparse” and “Rural Less Sparse”. All the health, housing, crime, poverty and unemployment indicators use district level data. Even in the case of the ONS/Defra Rural Definition data, Defra may be pushing a point to say that it is measuring the situation of “individuals”, but at least such data provides a meaningful indication of the situation in different types of rural communities. District-level data simply cannot do this.

35. The more detailed information that Defra supplied in July 2008 also makes it clear that the age of the data varies across the indicators. For example, under the “Health Overview”, the latest data for the “Life expectancy at birth” indicator is from 2003–05, but under the “Crime Overview”, the latest data for the “Violence against the person” indicator is from 2006–07. Moreover, the length of time over which Defra is measuring trends is not consistent. In the case of the “Violence against the person” indicator, a trajectory is plotted using data from 2005–06 to 2006–07—a period of two years. In the case of the “Ratio of lower quartile house prices to lower quartile earnings” indicator, a trajectory is plotted using data from 1997 to 2007—a period of 10 years.

36. Defra told us that its previous rural economy target, PSA 4, “proved to be a difficult target to measure, because of data limitations.” Data limitations are clearly still a problem with the rural communities DSO. This seems curious when considered in conjunction with the comments made by Professor Ward of the CRE about “the explosion of data and statistics about rural areas and rural economies”. Although there is undoubtedly more information about rural areas than ever before, thanks in part to the CRC’s annual State of the Countryside report, there are clearly still gaps—particularly in relation to low level data for some of the indicators Defra has chosen. In part, this is because Defra’s traffic light ratings are based on trajectories, and therefore depend on historical data, which may be less complete or less detailed than more recent data. Defra explained that it was reliant on data from the ONS and other departments. It told us that it uses data at the lowest level that is available. The Minister summed up the situation: “Do we have as much [data] as we want in the most uniform way that would be helpful in terms of us proofing? No, we do not. Do
we have more than we had in the past? Yes.” Mr Robin Mortimer, Defra’s Director for Rural, Land Use and Adaptation, added:

I am not sure we are striving for total consistency. There are some indicators where it is meaningful to have data at a very local level so that you can say for a very small community what proportion of A to C GCSE grades there are. That is a meaningful statistic. It is not particularly meaningful to talk about productivity at a very low scale because businesses are complex and will employ people from different places.  

37. We are concerned about the level at which the indicators operate. We agree with Defra that, for some indicators, it is not meaningful to compare data at a very local level. However, for the majority of indicators, comparing data at a district level will not enable Defra or other agencies to identify specific problems and target interventions accordingly. Our experience suggests that remote rural communities and market towns are encountering different problems, but we cannot see how the majority of indicators would pick up on this, or any of the other location-specific problems we encountered. We recognise that Defra is dependent on other departments and the Office for National Statistics for much of its data. We recommend that it identify the indicators for which it would be useful to have more detailed results and set out how it intends to work with its data providers to obtain this level of information in future.

The missing pieces

38. One of the most striking things about Defra’s Departmental Strategic Objective is that, according to its own assessment, it has already almost achieved it. The table below sets out the overview areas for each intermediate outcome and Defra’s current traffic light rating:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermediate Outcome No. 1: The evidenced needs of rural people and communities are addressed through mainstream public policy and delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Educational Attainment Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Capital and Quality of Life Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing Affordability Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty and Unemployment Overview</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermediate Outcome No 2: Economic growth is supported in rural areas with the lowest levels of performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Productivity Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings Overview</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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72 For an explanation of the traffic light ratings, please see the footnote to paragraph 31.
Eight out of the 12 overview areas that Defra has chosen for its DSO are already rated green.

39. Our experience suggests that, while Defra thinks that rural areas are already strong in many respects, people living in those areas think differently. This is partly because there are some aspects of rural life—notably transport, communications, planning, and further education—that are not included in the mainstreaming indicators for the DSO, but which are central to the sustainability of rural communities. When the Minister was addressing a different point, he used an interesting example to illustrate his argument: “People in rural areas,” he said, “are worried about the bus, not [the number of] civil servants.” 73 People in rural areas are indeed worried about the bus. Transport was a recurring issue in our conversations with the people we met on our visit to North Yorkshire, for example: it concerned both the talented apprentice cabinet-maker, who will represent the UK at the World Skills Olympics in 2009 and who spends £120 a month on petrol to get to his workplace in a remote village, and the staff working in the business start-up centre on the edge of a market town. However, transport is not mentioned in Defra’s DSO—nor is broadband, another issue that came up again and again during our inquiry. 74 We accept that not every aspect of rural life is measurable. However, this surely does not apply to access to public transport and to the internet. The CRC’s *State of the Countryside* report contains data on both.

40. Other aspects of rural life are harder to measure, but they must not be overlooked for this reason. Planning falls into this category. Broughton Hall Business Park, outside Skipton, is an excellent example of how land and buildings in a rural area can be adapted to new uses and yet remain sensitive to their original setting. The estate buildings, many of which were formerly in agricultural use and which are spread over 3,000 acres of park and woodland, have been restored to provide accommodation for 51 businesses. Broughton Hall was the Yorkshire and Humberside region’s winner of the Enterprising Britain competition in 2007. However, the conversion process began in the 1980s, and we were told that a similar project would be unlikely to succeed today. Mr Ian Butter, Head of Planning and Land Use at Rural Solutions, commented that the planning system is increasingly hindering and in some cases preventing beneficial schemes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment Overview</th>
<th>Green</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skills Overview</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Overview</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Overview</td>
<td>Amber/Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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74 The absence of any mention of broadband is particularly worrying in the light of the September 2008 report by the Broadband Stakeholder Group, the Government’s advisory group on broadband, “The costs of deploying fibre-based next-generation broadband infrastructure”. The report recommended that thought be given now to how rural areas will receive next-generation broadband, given that this is unlikely to be an attractive commercial proposition.
Any development that takes place outside a defined settlement boundary is now considered by most planners as prima facie unsustainable. The approach to sustainability is now so rigid that some settlements are effectively blocked from any form of beneficial development—i.e. because they are not sustainable at the outset then development that might help to make them more sustainable is not permitted.75

He told us that the poor interaction between Government planning statements “positively discriminates against rural development” and commented that if a building requires more than a simple conversion, it is treated as a new building for planning purposes, meaning that there is a presumption against it in rural areas, just as there is a presumption against new build “irrespective of the suitability or benefits achieved.”76 Similar concerns were voiced repeatedly during our inquiry.

41. Although it is encouraging that rural areas are performing well according to the criteria and measures Defra has selected, we see little value in having a Departmental Strategic Objective until 2011 that Defra has already largely achieved. We recognise that maintaining success is important, but we question whether this should be the focus of Defra’s only rural affairs DSO. We acknowledge that no target or set of performance indicators can be all-encompassing. However, we are concerned that there are significant gaps in what Defra is measuring in its rural communities DSO. We would like to see a DSO that is sufficiently flexible, and fine-grained, to enable the problems in different communities to be recognised and tackled. We recommend that Defra consult the Commission for Rural Communities on whether the indicators for the DSO represent the best practicable way of identifying the issues affecting rural communities. Defra should revise its indicators in the light of this advice.

42. If Defra does decide to proceed with the current indicators, it should be careful to treat its indicators as no more than that: indicators of success. Defra must recognise that some important aspects of life in rural communities, such as transport, communications, planning and further education, are not covered by its mainstreaming indicators. It should also recognise that there may be problems that are not reflected by a simple comparison with the national average. It should set out how it intends to identify and tackle these problems.
4 Delivering results

Defra’s resources

43. Several submissions expressed concern about the number of people in Defra working on rural affairs. The RDAs referred to Defra reducing its rural team resources by half. The NFU stated that it understood that “the staff level in the Rural Division of Defra is now 17 strong, down from a figure of over 50 in mid to late 2007.” When we asked the Minister how many people in Defra were currently involved in undertaking rural policy work, he told us that it was important to consider the political context: “At the last election […] the Labour Party and the Conservative Party said that they would reduce the number of civil servants […] to ensure the delivery and the priority of public services.” Under the Renew Defra programme, which began in 2007, the Department has been restructured with an emphasis on a more flexible workforce. Mr Mortimer, Defra’s Director of Rural, Land Use and Adaptation, stated: “Working directly in my team there are 17 posts in the rural policy division, but we organise ourselves not just in divisions, we organise on programmes, and […] around 30 work directly on the rural programme.”

44. We asked Defra how many people had been working on rural policy before the Renew Defra programme, but we did not get a direct answer. Mr Mortimer told us that it was a “genuinely difficult question” and that the former Rural Policy Directorate “included people who were not working on rural policy” so it would not be a like-for-like comparison. The Minister told us that “through this number-crunching exercise you will get to a lower figure than what was,” but that the issue was about “deliverability of services.” He stated that people in rural areas were not worried about the number of civil servants. The NFU commented:

Whilst we would accept that the value of the end product is not just a function of staff numbers, when the nature and scope of the rural agenda in which Defra is involved is considered, the question of just how far effective involvement is possible with such a small number of personnel inevitably arises.

We accept that the reduction in the number of people working on rural affairs in Defra should be viewed in the context of a paring back across the civil service. We also agree that Defra should be judged on outputs not inputs. However, there must be some link between the two. Defra should acknowledge that there are concerns about its capacity to deliver on its rural affairs commitments. If it believes that these concerns are unfounded, it should explain why. Its delivery plan for its DSO should indicate how it
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will make best use of the resources at its disposal. In the light of these observations, Defra should publish in the next six months a detailed commentary on its current rural affairs work. This would provide greater insight into its rural development role than that afforded by the limited commentary in its departmental annual report.

Key delivery bodies

45. Whatever the final form of Defra’s rural affairs DSO, it is clear that its delivery will be dependent not only on Defra, but on a significant number of other bodies. As well as other departments, whose role we have already considered, Defra will be particularly reliant on RDAs and local authorities. The RDAs themselves commented that Defra would need to adopt “quite a different sophistication of engagement sub-nationally with RDAs, local authorities and other partners” to make the most of its opportunities,\(^85\) as well as influencing other parts of Government “at quite a sophisticated persuasive level.”\(^96\) **Defra is in a difficult, although hardly unique, position:** it has a DSO that cannot be achieved without significant assistance from other departments and bodies. Its success in achieving its rural affairs target will depend heavily on its ability to influence these key players. To this end, it should produce a strategy for working with RDAs, local authorities and rural community councils to ensure that it achieves the best possible outcomes for rural areas. The strategy should set out what assistance Defra requires from these bodies, how it will communicate these needs, when it will require feedback and how this will be provided.

Regional Development Agencies

46. The nine RDAs, established in 1999, are the leaders of rural economic delivery at the regional level and are responsible for producing Regional Economic Strategies. Following the recommendations of the Review of Sub-national Economic Development and Regeneration, RDAs will also take over the role of regional planning body from Regional Assemblies. In addition, RDAs deliver 20% of the European Union funding that is available through the Rural Development Programme for England.\(^87\) Each RDA has a board member with responsibility for rural affairs. The East of England Development Agency is the lead RDA on rural matters and brings all the board members together once a year.\(^88\) There is an important role for those RDA board members designated as champions for the rural economy but in order to improve their effectiveness they should meet more often to exchange experiences and establish good practice.

47. Defra helps to fund the RDAs’ “single pot”. In 2008–09, it contributed £53 million.\(^89\) However, the RDAs told us that “a far greater percentage of RDA results are achieved in rural areas than would be suggested by the relatively small contribution to RDA budgets that is made by Defra.”\(^90\) Mr Marlow, the Chief Executive of the East of England

---
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Development Agency stated that Defra’s funding amounted to about 3.5% of the single pot. The RDAs told us that, annually about a third of their outputs were delivered in rural areas. They commented: “This belies the historic perception that RDAs are focused primarily on urban areas.” Despite this, there was still concern among our witnesses about the RDAs’ commitment to rural parts of the country.

48. The Country Land and Business Association stated that there were instances of particular RDAs embracing the rural agenda, but commented that performance was not uniform. The CRE said that the RDAs’ work on rural issues had been hampered by three issues:

First, national co-ordination on rural affairs between the RDAs is weak. Second, nationally prescribed performance targets militate against large numbers of small investments, encouraging instead a “fewer-bigger” approach, with an emphasis on large-scale, urban-based flagship projects. Third, the increasing emphasis within the main central departments that sponsor the RDAs on core cities and so-called city regions as territorial foci of economic development has strongly directed policy attention and investment towards urban renaissance and infrastructure.

These comments date from 2006, when we originally received evidence. However, the views expressed by witnesses during our oral evidence session in Hawes, in June 2008, suggest that there is still dissatisfaction with the performance of RDAs in small rural communities and a perception that RDAs are interested only in large-scale projects. Mrs Annison is working on a community project to restore the railway line between Northallerton, at the northern end of the Vale of York, and Garsdale, on the western slopes of the Pennines. So far, 17 miles of the 40 mile route has been restored, but Mrs Annison said that Yorkshire Forward did not regard the project as strategic because it was too small-scale: “Yorkshire Forward believes that ‘strategic’ means ‘large’. As far as I am concerned ‘strategic’ means ‘appropriate to the scale on which the decision is being implemented’.”

When we asked Ms Berry, the Chair of the Wensleydale Business Association whether she knew the name of the director of rural affairs at Yorkshire Forward, and whether she had had any contact with them, she replied:

I do not have a clue. It [Yorkshire Forward] is hardly knocking on the door. In my other role I work for a rural community council which has a bit more contact with Yorkshire Forward, but at this level I am afraid we do not exist, to be honest.

49. To be fair to Yorkshire Forward, we saw a remarkable example of the work that it is doing in rural areas when we visited Richmond. Funding from Yorkshire Forward helped to convert the former Victorian station building into a conference centre, cinema, art

---
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gallery and restaurant. 98 Yorkshire Forward assured us that it supports the delivery of small as well as large-scale projects and gave as an example the Heritage Partnership Scheme, which aims to re-develop empty spaces in Richmond town centre into high-quality office accommodation or commercial premises. 99 RDAs are doing some good work in rural areas, but there is still a perception that they are urban-focused and uninterested in small-scale projects. The extent to which this view is justified is certainly debatable. However, the opinions that were expressed to us indicate that RDAs are having difficulty communicating what they are doing in rural areas and we recommend that the East of England Development Agency, as the lead RDA for rural affairs, set out what action it intends to take to address this.

50. The RDAs told us that their relationship with Defra was “frank”. 100 However, they also told us that Defra had not explicitly discussed the DSO with them and that they had not seen a delivery plan. 101 We believe that this indicates a lack of frankness. Given that the RDAs will play an important part in delivering the DSO, this is worrying and should be rectified. The RDAs were keen to stress that they “report through a single performance framework to government and […] there should be no additional feedback loops to report separately to Defra on activity which might contribute to this DSO.” 102

51. The Minister told us that he meets the chairs of the RDAs on a quarterly basis. 103 When we asked how Defra monitors the use of the funds it contributes to the RDAs’ single pot and the balance between the types of projects that the RDAs support, the Minister said that Defra was involved in signing off the Regional Economic Strategies and pointed out that RDAs had a statutory duty to take rural areas into account. 104 Mr Mortimer, Defra’s Director of Rural, Land Use and Adaptation, drew attention to the RDA output data, showing the percentage of their work that was done in rural areas. 105 The Minister said that he also kept track of the balance between urban and rural projects “through conversations I have with people who are the recipients of RDA funds or not”. 106

52. We do not want to add unnecessarily to the reporting burden of the RDAs and agree that there should be no additional formal mechanism to report separately to Defra on activity that may contribute to the DSO. However, such information should form part of the single reporting framework, and Defra and the RDAs should discuss progress against the DSO informally at the quarterly meetings that take place between the Minister and the chairs of the RDAs. Defra should include in its departmental

98 For further examples of projects carried out by RDAs, including Yorkshire Forward, in rural areas, please see Ev 72 [RE 17b].
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104 Q 322. Section 4(2) of the Regional Development Agencies Act 1998 states: “A regional development agency’s purposes apply as much in relation to the rural parts of its area as in relation to the non-rural parts of its area.”
105 Q 325
106 Q 327
annual report an assessment of the RDAs’ success in delivering the rural aspects of their responsibilities.

Local authorities

53. Local authorities have an important part to play in the delivery of Defra’s economic intermediate outcome. The Local Government Association told us that local authorities were “the most important agents in unlocking the economic potential of local economies.” It stated that, of the key players involved in taking decisions about public expenditure on economic development below the national level, local authorities mobilise about 78% of total spending, Learning and Skills Councils 18%, and Regional Development Agencies 4%.107

54. Local authorities will also play a significant role in Defra’s “mainstreaming” intermediate outcome. Ms Christine Reid, the vice-chair of the LGA’s Rural Commission, told us that indicators for this outcome tie in very specifically to the topics that appear in Local Area Agreements “so there is a follow through from the ideas of strong rural communities […] to the way in which local authorities are now encouraged to develop those communities.”108 The changing map of local government, with more unitary authorities, will have a profound effect upon rural areas. It is vital that Defra works with the Department for Communities and Local Government to conduct research into the impact on the delivery of services in rural areas.

55. The Rural Delivery Pathfinder project is an example of the kind of initiative that could help Defra to deliver some of the targeted, practical solutions that would make a real difference to rural communities. The project was set up jointly by Defra and local government in March 2005. It was intended to look at innovation in rural service delivery, test opportunities for more joined-up approaches, and to look at local priority setting. Eight Rural Delivery Pathfinders were created—one for each region of England, excluding London.109 The authorities in question were given “a modest budget” and encouraged to take forward local initiatives.110 The project ran for two years and, in February 2008, a report was published setting out what had been learnt. Among other things, it suggests that Defra should “consider the case for a more formal relationship with local authorities, through a Defra/local government rural policy group, or similar body.”111

56. Defra’s website states that it is “drawing up an action plan to take forward the recommendations addressed to Defra and is working with the Pathfinder authorities on ways to take forward the recommendations at local level.”112 However, Mr Ivan Annibal, the Assistant Director of Economic Regeneration at Lincolnshire County Council, was

107 Ev 47, para 9
108 Q 78. Local area agreements set out the priorities for a local area agreed between Government, the local authority and other local partners.
109 The Pathfinders were: Shropshire County Council; Lancashire County Council; Fens (jointly Cambridgeshire and Norfolk County Councils); Humber (East Riding of Yorkshire County Council); Dorset County Council; Hampshire County Council; Peak District (Derbyshire Dales District Council); and West Durham (Durham County Council).
110 Q 89
112 www.defra.gov.uk/rural/ruraldelivery/pathfinders/default.htm
worried about the follow-up to the Rural Delivery Pathfinders: “As a group they established quite a lot of best practice. The original idea was that Defra would have some funds to continue to sustain the dissemination of that best practice but unfortunately that money has not been forthcoming.”

He said that the individual authorities involved were continuing to share their best practice, but commented: “Obviously when you do something on a voluntary basis and as a local government group rather than as part and parcel of a dialogue with the government department, it is less powerful.”

Defra must ensure that the knowledge that was accumulated during the Rural Delivery Pathfinders project does not go to waste. It should not be solely up to individual authorities involved to disseminate best practice; Defra should provide support. We are particularly interested in the suggestion in the Rural Delivery Pathfinder report that there should be a Defra/local government rural policy group and we urge Defra to consider whether such a group could be used to help it achieve its rural communities DSO.

The Commission for Rural Communities

57. We hope that the CRC will also play an important role in the delivery of Defra’s DSO: by monitoring the Department’s progress and offering advice where necessary. The CRC was established under the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 to:

- represent rural needs to public authorities and other relevant bodies;
- provide public authorities and other bodies with information and advice about issues connected with rural needs or ways of meeting them; and
- monitor, and report on, the way in which policies are developed, adopted and implemented (by rural proofing or otherwise) and the extent to which those policies are meeting rural needs.

It has a duty to focus on people suffering from social disadvantage and areas suffering from economic underperformance. The CRC replaced some of the functions of the Countryside Agency; other parts of the Countryside Agency merged with English Nature to form Natural England. We were pleased to see that the CRC has set about restoring good relations with representative bodies within rural areas and especially the rural community councils which felt previously that the Countryside Agency spent too much time on changing existing delivery mechanisms and not enough on establishing a clear strategy for rural areas.

58. Given the CRC’s statutory function to provide advice on rural needs and ways of meeting them, we would have expected it to be involved in the development of Defra’s rural communities DSO as a matter of course. However, when we asked the CRC whether

---

113 Q 89
114 Q 89
115 These functions are set out in section 19 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006.
116 Under section 18 of the Act. The focus on underperformance is subtly but significantly different from Defra’s focus on low performance, since an area could be performing well in comparison with the national average but still underperforming in terms of what it was capable of achieving.
it had given Defra any particular advice on the DSO, Mr Graham Garbutt, the CRC’s Chief Executive, replied:

Not specifically on the DSO; it is a continuous process. The PSA/DSO process was one conducted largely within the civil service and presented to us. Given its breadth and flexibility, frankly I would not have wanted to spend a lot of time discussing it because it is more important that we get on with managing CRC given our clear focus, fairly tight remit and limited resources.\(^{117}\)

The CRC does have limited resources. Professor Ward of the CRE commented: “The Countryside Agency had a budget of about £100 million or so, the Commission for Rural Communities started off with a budget of about £14 million, down to £10 million and now down to £7.5 million.”\(^{118}\) However, providing advice to Defra about its only rural affairs objective seems to us to fall very much within the CRC’s “clear focus” and “fairly tight remit”. Although we accept that the PSA/DSO process was conducted largely within the civil service, we are both surprised and disappointed that the CRC was not invited to provide Defra with advice on the development of the rural communities DSO, given that this target will be central to Defra’s approach to rural affairs until the next Comprehensive Spending Review. We recognise that the CRC has limited resources, but we urge it to do all that it can to advise Defra on how best to implement its DSO in the light of the concerns expressed by the witnesses in this inquiry. We seek its assurance that it will play a key part in monitoring Defra’s success in achieving the DSO. We are concerned that the CRC’s budget has almost halved since its creation in 2006. If the CRC is to be an effective adviser, advocate and watchdog, the Government must ensure that it has sufficient resources to carry out these tasks.

\(^{117}\) Q 47

\(^{118}\) Q 13. Defra told us that, for 2008–09, the CRC has a budget of £6.4 million (Ev 124).
5. Conclusion

59. When we asked the witnesses at our evidence session in Hawes whether they agreed with the Rural Advocate’s positive assessment of the potential of the rural economy, Ms Berry, the Chair of the Wensleydale Business Association replied:

Although I do share the optimism [that] there is a lot of potential I cannot see it happening unless we get the basic maintenance issues solved first; that is, access to skills, life opportunities, transport solutions, technological infrastructure and innovation.119

We agree that the rural economy cannot reach its full potential unless these issues are addressed. However, we doubt whether Defra’s rural communities DSO, in its present form, will make a significant contribution to solving these problems.

60. In applying a target to the rural economy, Defra is attempting to systematise something that is very diverse. We recognise the need for targets, both as a way of highlighting the importance of particular policy areas and of measuring performance. We also accept that, by their very nature, targets cannot encompass all the complexities involved in a particular issue. However, we are concerned about the lack of fit between Defra’s new rural communities DSO and some of the issues affecting the people who live and work in those communities.

61. To improve its DSO, Defra should: first, focus on achieving economic growth across rural areas as a whole, rather than concentrating solely on areas with the lowest level of performance; secondly, consult the CRC on whether the indicators represent the best possible way of identifying the problems being experienced in rural areas, and, if necessary, revise the indicators in the light of this advice; and thirdly, produce a delivery plan that sets out what assistance it needs from other departments, RDAs and local authorities, how it will communicate these needs to them, and what feedback it will seek from them.

62. We heard many success stories during our visit to North Yorkshire, but, often, the principal drivers of change were the communities themselves. This is to be celebrated, but such communities would still benefit from Defra’s support and from a more imaginative and less target driven approach to rural affairs. Sometimes, the rural economy seems to be flourishing in spite of the framework that has been provided by the Government, rather than because of it. The DSO should not be the sole focus of the Department’s rural affairs work. The Rural Delivery Pathfinders project, albeit on a relatively small scale, demonstrated what could be achieved by an innovative approach to rural affairs. Defra’s policies must recognise the diversity of both the challenges and the possibilities that exist throughout the communities of rural England. Realising this potential means putting more effort into translating the “Big Picture Approach” into policy solutions which have the flexibility to deal with small-scale challenges.
63. This report is not the final word on the challenges facing England’s rural economy; in fact it has revealed that there are further specific problems needing investigation. Now that most climate change responsibilities have been removed from Defra, we will expect to see evidence of the Department taking the opportunity to focus more closely on its important rural affairs responsibilities.
Conclusions and recommendations

The potential benefits

1. We recommend that Defra economists make an effort to quantify the potential of the rural economy as this would assist in making a case for the necessary use of resources to fully address the challenges arising from the rural economy that this report and others identify. (Paragraph 1)

The Burgess and Taylor reviews

2. The Burgess and Taylor reviews are an indication of the Government’s willingness to consider what further measures could be taken to strengthen the rural economy and address the continuing problem of housing availability for those on low incomes. What are needed are innovative schemes such as Community Land Trusts to build upon the exceptions policy in local development frameworks and to kick start these initiatives. We urge the Government to publish detailed responses to both reviews, setting out whether it agrees with their findings, what specific actions it intends public bodies to take as a result, and an implementation timetable. (Paragraph 6)

Understanding the rural economy

3. Based on the concerns put to the Committee, we recommend that Defra carry out a review of whether planning decisions by National Park Authorities reflect the correct balance between protecting the natural environment and ensuring that communities located within national parks are sustainable and will survive. (Paragraph 9)

4. The differences between running a business in a market town and a smaller rural community seem to us at least as significant as the differences between running a business in a market town and a city. Defra should ensure that its rural affairs targets take this into account and that its data enables it to distinguish between different types of rural areas, so that its policies can be tailored accordingly. (Paragraph 11)

The marginalisation of rural affairs?

5. We are concerned that the decision to have a rural affairs target that is a Departmental Strategic Objective, rather than a cross-government Public Service Agreement, means that less attention will be focused on realising the potential of the rural economy, both across Government and within Defra. The environment has clearly been Defra’s number one priority, and rightly so. However, this should not mean that rural affairs struggle to attract the attention they deserve. We urge that, in the next Comprehensive Spending Review, consideration be given to making the rural affairs target a cross-government Public Service Agreement. In the meantime, there is, at the very least, a strong perception amongst those involved that rural affairs are being marginalised in Defra and the Department should set out how it intends to address this concern. (Paragraph 18)
What is a “Strong Rural Community”?  
6. We are unconvinced that “Strong Rural Communities” is the most appropriate title for Defra’s Departmental Strategic Objective and are encouraged by the Minister’s willingness to consider alternatives. We recommend that Defra adopt the term “Socially and Economically Sustainable Rural Communities”. (Paragraph 21)

Intermediate Outcome No. 1: needs of rural people and communities  
7. We are concerned that having a mainstreaming target that is part of a Departmental Strategic Objective, rather than a cross-Government Public Service Agreement, will mean that other departments will be less engaged in trying to achieve it. We commend the good examples of rural proofing that we encountered during this inquiry. However, we are not convinced that the approach to rural proofing adopted by the Government and Defra is sufficiently rigorous or systematic. The CRC already publishes an annual report on rural proofing. To complement this, and to improve the mechanics of rural proofing, we recommend Defra set out in its annual report what work it does, on a department by department basis, to ensure that rural affairs are factored into policy development, how it monitors progress, and what criteria it uses to judge whether rural proofing has been successful. Defra should be proactive about approaching other departments to offer advice and should not simply wait for them to contact it. (Paragraph 27)

Intermediate Outcome No. 2: rural economic growth  
8. Focusing the economic intermediate outcome solely on low-performing areas is a wasted opportunity. Although it is important to improve poor economic performance, the DSO should not ignore rural areas that are performing well, but could perform even better with more support. We urge Defra to adopt a broader intermediate outcome to support economic growth in all rural areas. (Paragraph 30)

The data  
9. We are concerned about the level at which the indicators operate. We agree with Defra that, for some indicators, it is not meaningful to compare data at a very local level. However, for the majority of indicators, comparing data at a district level will not enable Defra or other agencies to identify specific problems and target interventions accordingly. Our experience suggests that remote rural communities and market towns are encountering different problems, but we cannot see how the majority of indicators would pick up on this, or any of the other location-specific problems we encountered. We recognise that Defra is dependent on other departments and the Office for National Statistics for much of its data. We recommend that it identify the indicators for which it would be useful to have more detailed results and set out how it intends to work with its data providers to obtain this level of information in future. (Paragraph 37)
The missing pieces

10. Although it is encouraging that rural areas are performing well according to the criteria and measures Defra has selected, we see little value in having a Departmental Strategic Objective until 2011 that Defra has already largely achieved. We recognise that maintaining success is important, but we question whether this should be the focus of Defra’s only rural affairs DSO. We acknowledge that no target or set of performance indicators can be all-encompassing. However, we are concerned that there are significant gaps in what Defra is measuring in its rural communities DSO. We would like to see a DSO that is sufficiently flexible, and fine-grained, to enable the problems in different communities to be recognised and tackled. We recommend that Defra consult the Commission for Rural Communities on whether the indicators for the DSO represent the best practicable way of identifying the issues affecting rural communities. Defra should revise its indicators in the light of this advice. (Paragraph 41)

11. If Defra does decide to proceed with the current indicators, it should be careful to treat its indicators as no more than that: indicators of success. Defra must recognise that some important aspects of life in rural communities, such as transport, communications, planning and further education, are not covered by its mainstreaming indicators. It should also recognise that there may be problems that are not reflected by a simple comparison with the national average. It should set out how it intends to identify and tackle these problems. (Paragraph 42)

Defra’s resources

12. We accept that the reduction in the number of people working on rural affairs in Defra should be viewed in the context of a paring back across the civil service. We also agree that Defra should be judged on outputs not inputs. However, there must be some link between the two. Defra should acknowledge that there are concerns about its capacity to deliver on its rural affairs commitments. If it believes that these concerns are unfounded, it should explain why. Its delivery plan for its DSO should indicate how it will make best use of the resources at its disposal. In the light of these observations, Defra should publish in the next six months a detailed commentary on its current rural affairs work. This would provide greater insight into its rural development role than that afforded by the limited commentary in its departmental annual report. (Paragraph 44)

Key delivery bodies

13. Defra is in a difficult, although hardly unique, position: it has a DSO that cannot be achieved without significant assistance from other departments and bodies. Its success in achieving its rural affairs target will depend heavily on its ability to influence these key players. To this end, it should produce a strategy for working with RDAs, local authorities and rural community councils to ensure that it achieves the best possible outcomes for rural areas. The strategy should set out what assistance Defra requires from these bodies, how it will communicate these needs, when it will require feedback and how this will be provided. (Paragraph 45)
Regional Development Agencies

14. RDAs are doing some good work in rural areas, but there is still a perception that they are urban-focused and uninterested in small-scale projects. The extent to which this view is justified is certainly debatable. However, the opinions that were expressed to us indicate that RDAs are having difficulty communicating what they are doing in rural areas and we recommend that the East of England Development Agency, as the lead RDA for rural affairs, set out what action it intends to take to address this. (Paragraph 49)

15. We do not want to add unnecessarily to the reporting burden of the RDAs and agree that there should be no additional formal mechanism to report separately to Defra on activity that may contribute to the DSO. However, such information should form part of the single reporting framework, and Defra and the RDAs should discuss progress against the DSO informally at the quarterly meetings that take place between the Minister and the chairs of the RDAs. Defra should include in its departmental annual report an assessment of the RDAs’ success in delivering the rural aspects of their responsibilities. (Paragraph 52)

Local Authorities

16. The changing map of local government, with more unitary authorities, will have a profound effect upon rural areas. It is vital that Defra works with the Department for Communities and Local Government to conduct research into the impact on the delivery of services in rural areas. (Paragraph 54)

17. Defra must ensure that the knowledge that was accumulated during the Rural Delivery Pathfinders project does not go to waste. It should not be solely up to individual authorities involved to disseminate best practice; Defra should provide support. We are particularly interested in the suggestion in the Rural Delivery Pathfinder report that there should be a Defra/local government rural policy group and we urge Defra to consider whether such a group could be used to help it achieve its rural communities DSO. (Paragraph 56)

The Commission for Rural Communities

18. Although we accept that the PSA/DSO process was conducted largely within the civil service, we are both surprised and disappointed that the CRC was not invited to provide Defra with advice on the development of the rural communities DSO, given that this target will be central to Defra’s approach to rural affairs until the next Comprehensive Spending Review. We recognise that the CRC has limited resources, but we urge it to do all that it can to advise Defra on how best to implement its DSO in the light of the concerns expressed by the witnesses in this inquiry. We seek its assurance that it will play a key part in monitoring Defra’s success in achieving the DSO. We are concerned that the CRC’s budget has almost halved since its creation in 2006. If the CRC is to be an effective adviser, advocate and watchdog, the Government must ensure that it has sufficient resources to carry out these tasks. (Paragraph 58)
Conclusion

19. To improve its DSO, Defra should: first, focus on achieving economic growth across rural areas as a whole, rather than concentrating solely on areas with the lowest level of performance; secondly, consult the CRC on whether the indicators represent the best possible way of identifying the problems being experienced in rural areas, and, if necessary, revise the indicators in the light of this advice; and thirdly, produce a delivery plan that sets out what assistance it needs from other departments, RDAs and local authorities, how it will communicate these needs to them, and what feedback it will seek from them. (Paragraph 61)

20. Defra’s policies must recognise the diversity of both the challenges and the possibilities that exist throughout the communities of rural England. Realising this potential means putting more effort into translating the “Big Picture Approach” into policy solutions which have the flexibility to deal with small-scale challenges. (Paragraph 62)

21. Now that most climate change responsibilities have been removed from Defra, we will expect to see evidence of the Department taking the opportunity to focus more closely on its important rural affairs responsibilities. (Paragraph 63)
Appendices

Appendix 1: original terms of reference

The EFRA Committee has decided to undertake an inquiry into the potential of England’s rural economy: what could be achieved and the barriers to achieving it. The inquiry will build on the work of the previous EFRA Committee in its inquiry into the Government’s Rural Strategy and the draft Natural Environment and Rural Communities Bill, and take into account the new arrangements for rural policy put in place by the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006.

In particular, the inquiry will consider:

1. Defra’s objectives for economic development in rural areas, including the relevant Public Service Agreement (PSA) target, and the funding available to achieve them.

2. The role of Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) in unlocking the economic potential of rural areas, and the effectiveness of Defra’s relationship with RDAs.

3. Agricultural and non-agricultural providers of rural employment, for example horticulture, and possible barriers, including the structure of the retail food sector, to their further development.

4. The effectiveness of rural proofing arrangements in ensuring that the rural aspects of economic development are properly reflected in national and regional policy, including planning policy.

5. The role of Natural England and the Commission for Rural Communities and their effectiveness in taking forward the work of their predecessor bodies.
Appendix 2: list of the overview areas and indicators for the “Strong Rural Communities” DSO

Intermediate Outcome No 1: the evidenced needs of rural people and communities are addressed through mainstream public policy and delivery

Educational Attainment Overview
GCSE results
Full-time entrants to higher education

Social Capital/Quality of Life Overview
People from different backgrounds get on well together in the local area
People have meaningful interactions with people from different backgrounds
People feel that they belong to their neighbourhood
People feel that they can influence decisions in their locality
Participation in regular formal volunteering at least once a month

Health Overview
Life expectancy at birth
Infant mortality
Potential years of life lost: from all cancers
Potential years of life lost: from coronary heart disease
Potential years of life lost: from stroke and related diseases
Potential years of life lost: from suicide and undetermined injuries

Housing Needs Overview
Waiting lists as a percentage of housing stock
Homelessness and temporary accommodation
Ratio of lower quartile house prices to lower quartile earnings

Crime Overview
Violence against the person
Sexual offences
Robbery
Burglary
Theft of motor vehicles
Theft from a motor vehicle

*Poverty and Unemployment Overview*
Proportion of people living below the poverty threshold
Unemployment rates

*Intermediate Outcome No. 2: economic growth is supported in rural areas with the lowest level of performance*

*Productivity Overview*

*Earnings Overview*
Workplace based earnings
Residence based earnings

*Employment Overview*
Employment rates
Economic activity rates

*Skills Overview*
No qualifications (% working age population)
Proportion of working age population with NVQ2+
Higher qualifications (% working age population)
On the job training

*Enterprise Overview*
Businesses per 10,000 population
Business start-ups per 10,000 population

*Investment Overview*
Capital investment by Local Authority District per employee
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<td>Implementation of the Nitrates Directive in England</td>
<td>HC 412 (HC 1080)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth Report</td>
<td>The Veterinary Surgeons Act 1966</td>
<td>HC 348 (HC 1011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth Report</td>
<td>Flooding</td>
<td>HC 49-I (HC 901)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Report</td>
<td>The work of the Committee in 2007</td>
<td>HC 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Report</td>
<td>Climate change: the “citizen’s agenda”: Government response to the Committee’s Eighth Report, Session 2006–07</td>
<td>HC 189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Session 2006–07

| Eighth Report  | Climate change: the “citizen’s agenda”                                                  | HC 88-I (HC 189 07–08) |
| Seventh Report | British Waterways                                                                        | HC 345-I (HC 1059) |
| Sixth Report   | The Implementation of the Environmental Liability Directive                               | HC 694 (HC 1058) |
| Fifth Report   | Draft Climate Change Bill                                                                  | HC 534-I (CM 7225) |
| Third Report   | The Rural Payments Agency and the implementation of the Single Payment Scheme             | HC 107-I (HC 956) |
| Second Report  | Defra’s Annual Report 2006 and Defra’s budget                                             | HC 132 (HC 522) |
| First Report   | The work of the Committee in 2005–06                                                      | HC 213 |

### Session 2005–06

| Eighth Report  | Climate change: the role of bioenergy                                                    | HC 965-I (HC 131 06–07) |
| Seventh Report | The Environment Agency                                                                    | HC 780-I (HC 1519) |
| Sixth Report   | Bovine TB: badger culling                                                                  | HC 905-I |
| Fifth Report   | Rural Payments Agency: interim report                                                     | HC 840 |
| Fourth Report  | The Departmental Annual Report 2005                                                       | HC 693-I (HC 966) |
| Third Report   | The Animal Welfare Bill                                                                   | HC 683 |
| Second Report  | Reform of the EU Sugar Regime                                                             | HC 585-I (HC 927) |
| First Report   | The future for UK fishing: Government Response                                            | HC 532 |